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National Trust for Historic Preservation and Guam Preservation Trust Comments National Trust for Historic Preservation and Guam Preservation Trust Comments National Trust for Historic Preservation and Guam Preservation Trust Comments National Trust for Historic Preservation and Guam Preservation Trust Comments 
on on on on     

20 August 2010 draft Programmatic Agreement for the Military Relocation to 20 August 2010 draft Programmatic Agreement for the Military Relocation to 20 August 2010 draft Programmatic Agreement for the Military Relocation to 20 August 2010 draft Programmatic Agreement for the Military Relocation to 
Guam and CNMIGuam and CNMIGuam and CNMIGuam and CNMI    

August 29, 2010 

We offer the following specific comments on the latest draft of the PA: 

WHEREAS CLAUSESWHEREAS CLAUSESWHEREAS CLAUSESWHEREAS CLAUSES    

a. Role of FHWARole of FHWARole of FHWARole of FHWA 

i. REVISEREVISEREVISEREVISE the 10th Whereas Clause (6th Clause on p.2) to add Federal 
Highway Administration to the list of agencies that are expected to be 
conducting other related activities, but are responsible for their own 
separate compliance with Section 106.  The FHWA has a list of 59 
anticipated road projects related to the Buildup, and plans to complete 
Section 106 review separately for those projects.  

ii. REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE the 17th Whereas Clause (3rd clause on p.3) that “as part of the 
Undertaking,” FHWA “may implement the proposed realignment of a 
portion of Route 15.”  We do not object to including FHWA as an invited 
signatory, but the road realignment is only necessary to develop firing 
ranges at Pågat, a project we oppose and do not believe has been 
sufficiently studied in the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).  It is 
our understanding that FHWA intends to conduct a separate Section 
106 review for the proposed Route 15 realignment, and does not intend 
to integrate its Section 106 compliance in with the DoD’s PA. 

b. ConsultationConsultationConsultationConsultation.  

REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE the 18th Whereas Clause (4th clause on p.3).  It is highly misleading to 
state that a total of ten public meetings were held “under the NHPA.”  We also 
strongly object to the statement that these meetings consisted of “meaningful 
consultation,” which requires “seeking, discussing, and considering the views 
of other participants, and, where feasible, seeking agreement with them 
regarding matters arising in the section 106 process.”  36 C.F.R. § 800.16(f).  
We offer the following observations: 

i. The meetings were advertised as NEPA meetings only.  Nothing that we 
have seen in the promotional literature indicated that they were also 
intended to fulfill DoD’s Section 106 responsibilities.   

ii. Participants were not informed of any opportunity to comment on a 
Section 106 agreement, but were only directed to talk privately to 
cultural resource specialists, who discussed DoD’s preferred 
alternatives. 

iii. Comments from the public on the Section 106 process were not 
recorded or transcribed.   
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iv. At no point, to our knowledge, did DoD ever invite interested 
participants to become consulting parties under Section 106 and 
thereby have the opportunity to participate in the development of a PA.  
Even groups that were well known and outspoken in their advocacy 
about the protection of cultural resources, such as We Are Guåhan and 
the Chamorro Tribe, were never invited to become consulting parties.  
Eventually, just within the last two weeks, they submitted their own 
requests, but if the DoD truly intended “meaningful consultation,” these 
groups should have been invited to participate months if not years ago.  

v. Despite the enormity of the undertaking, and the urgency of the DoD’s 
timetable, the DoD has convened only two Section 106 consultation 
meetings have been in the past seven months.  The second consultation 
meeting was on August 23, in the middle of the night for those in the 
continental U.S.  Consulting parties were given less than 24 hours’ 
notice of the consultation meeting, and just one business day to review 
the revised draft PA.  A third meeting is scheduled for this Monday, 
approximately 24 hours after comments on the draft PA are due.     

    
STIPULATION I:  ApplicabilitySTIPULATION I:  ApplicabilitySTIPULATION I:  ApplicabilitySTIPULATION I:  Applicability    
 

a. REVISEREVISEREVISEREVISE the second line of Stipulation I.A., which should cross reference to 
Appendix D (list of proposed projects, not Appendix A (APE maps). 

b. REVISEREVISEREVISEREVISE Stipulation I.D., which creates a two-tiered notification system for 
initiating supplemental review of new actions or projects that support the 
Buildup but are not listed in Appendix D.  We strongly object to the exclusion 
of consulting parties from the first-tier notification (which includes signatories, 
invited signatories, and concurring parties).  This operates to penalize non-
governmental consulting parties who decide not to concur in the PA.  The DoD 
should not exacerbate its grossly inadequate consultation on this PA by 
making a future opportunity for timely notification about a new project 
contingent on signing this PA as a concurring party.  This holds consultation 
hostage, and places inappropriate pressure on consulting parties who may 
have legitimate reasons for not wanting to formally concur in the PA.  Given 
the small number of non-governmental consulting parties, there is nothing 
burdensome about including all consulting parties in this first-tier notification.    

 
STIPULATION III:  Other AgreementsSTIPULATION III:  Other AgreementsSTIPULATION III:  Other AgreementsSTIPULATION III:  Other Agreements    
 

a. COPIESCOPIESCOPIESCOPIES of the three other Section 106 agreements referenced in this 
stipulation should be included as exhibits to this PA, or posted on-line with a 
web-link included in the PA.  The public and the consulting parties do not have 
access to these documents and would not be in a position to know what these 
agreements require. 
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STIPULATION IV: STIPULATION IV: STIPULATION IV: STIPULATION IV:     Identification and Evaluation of Historic PropertiesIdentification and Evaluation of Historic PropertiesIdentification and Evaluation of Historic PropertiesIdentification and Evaluation of Historic Properties    

a. REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE Clause E.2.i., which only allows concurring (and not consulting) parties 
to review work plans.  For the reasons discussed above under Stipulation I.D.,  
all consulting parties that have an interest in this Undertaking should be 
invited to review the work plans, regardless of whether or not they may 
choose to concur in the PA.  In addition, review should not be dependent upon 
having to make a special “request,” as it will be extremely difficult for 
consulting parties to learn about the existence of a proposed work plan early 
enough to make timely comments.  Finally as discussed in the consultation 
meeting on August 23, the 30-day review period for SHPO should be changed 
to 60 days.   

b. REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE Clause E.3., which does not provide any role for the concurring or 
consulting parties or the public in supplemental identification and evaluation 
efforts.  The identification of historic properties should not be a government-
only process, but instead should be based on information from consulting 
parties and the public.  In addition, as discussed in the consultation meeting on 
August 23, the 30-day review period for SHPO should be changed to 60 days.   

    
STIPULATION V: STIPULATION V: STIPULATION V: STIPULATION V:     Assessment of EffectsAssessment of EffectsAssessment of EffectsAssessment of Effects    

a. REVISEREVISEREVISEREVISE Clause B., which cross-references to Stipulation IV.E., discussed 
immediately above.  The improper exclusion of consulting parties in 
Stipulation IV.E. is even more troubling in the context of assessing effects on 
historic properties.   

b. CLARIFYCLARIFYCLARIFYCLARIFY the applicability of Clause C.2.b., which requires supplementary 
consultation to avoid and/or minimize adverse effects to “these historic 
properties.”  Presumably, this can’t be referring to the Criterion D 
archaeological sites in the previous paragraph.  The only categories cited in 
Clause C.2.b. itself are “adverse effects for which further design is required,” 
and “Traditional Cultural Properties.”  It is impossible for us to determine from 
Appendix D which projects may be covered by this clause.   

c. REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE Clause C.2.b.i., which only obligates DoD to provide project details for 
Traditional Cultural Properties at the 30% stage of design when a project 
would have an adverse effect on that site.  An earlier stage of review is 
necessary to develop strategies to avoid and minimize impacts to these 
sensitive sites.  

d. REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE Clause C.2.b.ii., which calls for no consultation whatsoever.  If 
measures to avoid and minimize harm are suggested by consulting parties, or 
even signatories, the DoD’s only commitment is to consider them (unilaterally), 
and to provide a summary of its final decisions 15 days prior to “execution” of 
the project.  The whole concept of consultation, as defined in the Section 106 
regulations, is utterly absent from this approach. 
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e. REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE Clause C.2.b.iii., which calls for no new mitigation, even if new adverse 
effects from a project cannot be avoided or minimized.  We strongly object to 
this provision.  The general mitigation measures in Stipulation VI. are 
inadequate. 

f. CLARIFYCLARIFYCLARIFYCLARIFY, as discussed during the August 23 consultation call, whether or not 
the process of supplemental consultation outlined in Stipulation C.3. will apply 
to further consultation involving the firing range locations discussed in 
Stipulation VII.B.6.  Since Stipulation C.3. refers to projects where additional 
evaluation is required in order to determine effects on historic properties, and 
since all of the properties (except two) listed on Appendix D as “Further 
Evaluation Required” are related to the firing range complex, the language 
certainly creates the impression on its face that this stipulation is intended to 
apply to supplementary consultation regarding the firing ranges.  In addition, 
Clause C.3.c. specifically provides that where supplemental consultation is 
needed in order to determine effects on historic properties, any such projects 
shall not proceed until consensus is reached.  If this stipulation is NOT 
applicable to the firing range complex, the implication is that the firing range 
complex could proceed even without a consensus regarding effects on historic 
properties.  We would strongly object to any such interpretation.     

    
STIPULATION VI: STIPULATION VI: STIPULATION VI: STIPULATION VI:     General Mitigation MeasuresGeneral Mitigation MeasuresGeneral Mitigation MeasuresGeneral Mitigation Measures    

a.a.a.a. CLARIFYCLARIFYCLARIFYCLARIFY Clause A., which seems to be based on the assumption that all 
archaeological sites are significant only under Criterion D, and that data 
recovery will be the appropriate treatment.  We strongly disagree.         

b. REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE Clause A.1.c., which presents a streamlined process for the approval of 
data recovery plans with SHPO.  It is unclear when and how a project would be 
determined “comparable in scope” with other projects (and thus approved 
without further review).  This may be problematic because there is a 
compelling case that some archaeological sites should be preserved in place if 
they are closely associated with already protected properties.  This is a 
particular concern with respect to the proposed firing ranges and the 
realignment of Route 15, which may disrupt several archaeological sites 
associated with the traditional cultural property at Pagat. 

c. REVISEREVISEREVISEREVISE     Clause A.2.a.i. to indicate who will prepare the information packages 
for use on the Internet associated with archaeological data recovery and how 
the consultation described in Clause A.2. will occur. 

d. REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE Clause B.2. regarding the development of “access plans” for cultural 
access to historic properties on DoD land to include a dispute resolution 
mechanism.  This stipulation would resolve indirect effects more effectively if 
it provided guarantees to the public that access will not simply be within the 
discretion of the DoD.  For instance, DoD should make a commitment to give 
greater assurances to the public that they will have redress in the event that 
their request for access is denied.  
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e. REVISEREVISEREVISEREVISE Clause B.4., which includes a cross –reference in the last line to VI.C.2.  
Presumably, the cross-reference should be to VI.B.2.   

 
STIPULATION VII: STIPULATION VII: STIPULATION VII: STIPULATION VII:         PrPrPrProject or Areaoject or Areaoject or Areaoject or Area----Specific mitigation for GuamSpecific mitigation for GuamSpecific mitigation for GuamSpecific mitigation for Guam    

a. PROVIDE FURTHER EXPLANATIONPROVIDE FURTHER EXPLANATIONPROVIDE FURTHER EXPLANATIONPROVIDE FURTHER EXPLANATION as to why Clauses B.1., B.3., B.4., and B.5. 
propose data recovery as the solution for adverse effects to historic 
properties.  The PA creates internal confusion by stating in Clause B.1. that 
“data recovery will be completed for any historic property that is strictly 
archaeological in nature” (emphasis added).  The omission of this description 
in Clauses B.3., B.4., and B.5. suggests that these sites are something other 
than “strictly archaeological.”  In addition, it remains unclear as to what 
“strictly archaeological” in Clause B.1. means.  More appropriate terminology 
and justification for data recovery as a solution to mitigate adverse effects is 
needed.  For instance, the clause may refer to National Register criterion D 
sites with no direct association with traditional cultural properties. 

b. REVISE and RELOCATE REVISE and RELOCATE REVISE and RELOCATE REVISE and RELOCATE Clause B.6.), which references supplementary 
consultation for the Marine firing range complex.  This important stipulation is 
inappropriately categorized in Clause B as “mitigation” for effects to “known 
historic properties.”  Since we expect any future consultation to include a 
discussion of reasonable alternatives, this clause should be relocated to a 
separate section in the PA and should include language specifically requiring 
that DoD will seek ways to avoid and minimize adverse effects from the 
ranges.  In addition, Appendix A2 should be removed (as described below), 
because it defines the Area of Potential Effect boundary for the firing ranges 
at the Pågat site.  In our view, consultation should result in the relocation of 
the ranges, because reasonable alternatives that would avoid effects to Pågat 
have not been fully explored. 

c. REVISE REVISE REVISE REVISE Clause B.7., which indicates that access routes to Mount Lamlam and 
Mount Jumulong Manglo will “not change,” but then suggests that the routes 
will be open “during all other times when the route is not in use by the DoD” 
(emphasis added).  This statement is contradictory because the Buildup will 
clearly result in more frequent military use of these areas, which have been 
identified as traditional cultural properties.  Further consultation must occur 
on this issue because the precise impacts to these properties have not been 
properly identified. 

d. SUPPLEMENTSUPPLEMENTSUPPLEMENTSUPPLEMENT cumulative effects mitigation in Clause C., given the extent of 
prospective impacts to historic properties on Guam and Tinian that will occur 
as a result of the Buildup.  The measures proposed are simply insufficient to 
address the cumulative impacts of one of the largest military projects in 
modern history.  The PA does not even include timetables for the intended 
congressional funding requests.  We reiterate our suggestion in earlier 
comments that the DoD establish a historic preservation fund that could be 
used to protect and preserve historic properties throughout Guam. 
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e. REVISEREVISEREVISEREVISE Clause D.2., which states that the DoD “has not been able to identify a 
means by which it can directly provide support to Guam SHPO.”  Virtually 
every other agency of the federal government has agreed that Section 110(g) 
of the National Historic Preservation Act confers such authority: “eligible 
project costs may . . . include amounts paid by a Federal agency to any State 
to be used in carrying out such preservation responsibilities of the Federal 
agency under this Act.” 16 U.S.C. §§ 470h-2(g).  This authority was recently 
confirmed in a legal opinion provided to DoD by the Advisory Council on 
Historic Preservation.  At a minimum we believe DoD must provide a formal 
response to this opinion prior to the time a PA is signed. 

    
STIPULATION XII: STIPULATION XII: STIPULATION XII: STIPULATION XII:     Resolving ObjectionsResolving ObjectionsResolving ObjectionsResolving Objections    

a. REVISEREVISEREVISEREVISE this stipulation to add a procedure for all Consulting Parties to bring 
objections with the DoD regarding the implementation of the PA.  Currently 
this right is only reserved for Signatories.  As discussed on the August 23 
conference call, we strongly recommend that it is in the DoD’s own interest to 
provide this kind of procedural administrative mechanism for consulting 
parties to raise concerns with the DoD directly.  Otherwise, consulting parties 
may have no recourse but to go directly to court in order to enforce the DoD’s 
compliance with the PA, rather than giving DoD the opportunity to voluntarily 
resolve any compliance issues. 

    

APPENDIX A: APPENDIX A: APPENDIX A: APPENDIX A:     Area of PoteArea of PoteArea of PoteArea of Potential Effectsntial Effectsntial Effectsntial Effects    

a. CLARIFY CLARIFY CLARIFY CLARIFY that the APE boundaries may shift depending on supplementary 
consultation that will occur on future projects.  For instance, Appendix A2 
should be completely removed since supplemental consultation has not 
determined that firing ranges will be constructed at Pågat.   

APPENDIX D: APPENDIX D: APPENDIX D: APPENDIX D:     Proposed Project, Section 106 Effect Determination and Affected Proposed Project, Section 106 Effect Determination and Affected Proposed Project, Section 106 Effect Determination and Affected Proposed Project, Section 106 Effect Determination and Affected 
ResourcesResourcesResourcesResources    

a. CLARIFY CLARIFY CLARIFY CLARIFY which effect determinations have been concurred in by SHPO and 
which will be subject to the additional consultation procedures contemplated 
at Stipulation V.C.  It is unclear on the face of Appendix D how many of the 
effect determinations will be subject to review by consulting parties. 

 


